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Abstract
This paper traces the history of policy-based management and how it evolved from the first security models
dating back to the late 1960’s until today’s more elaborate frameworks, languages, and policy-based management
tools. The focus will be on providing a synthesized chronicle of the evolution of ideas and research trends rather than
on surveying the various specification formalisms, frameworks, and application domains of policy-based management.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Policy-Based Management (PBM) is a management paradigm that separates the rules governing the behavior of
a system from its functionality. It promises to reduce maintenance costs of information and communication systems
while improving flexibility and runtime adaptability. It is today present at the heart of a multitude of management
architectures and paradigms including SLA-driven, Business-driven, autonomous, adaptive, and self-* management.
This paper traces the history of policy-based management and how it evolved from the first security models dating
back to the late 1960’s until today’s more elaborate frameworks, languages, and policy-based management tools.
The focus will be on providing a synthesized chronicle of the evolution of ideas and research trends rather than on
surveying the various specification formalisms, frameworks, and application domains of policy-based management.
Although the focus is on the chronology of events, we have nevertheless classified the works based on different
functional areas of policy in order to best highlight these areas and to bring a consolidated account of the research
efforts that were conducted over the years.
Section II presents the earliest works on security policy, dated as far back as 1966. Section III begins with the mid
1980’s where policy started to be identified as a management paradigm within the network and distributed systems
management community. Section IV relates the activities that emerged in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s in the
use of policy for inter-networking and routing. Section V considers the evolution of policy specification in terms of
languages as well as information models. Sections VI and VII trace the recent shift in interests of the community
from policy specification to policy refinement techniques where the refinement and analysis problem was first
identified in the 1990’s. Section VIII-B relates the recent growing interests of the information systems management
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community in the optimization of the business value [1] and using policy to design elaborate business-driven,
autonomous, and self-managed frameworks. Finally, we conclude with a summary of the collective achievements
of the research community some directions for the future.
II. S ECURITY F IRST
The early works on policy focused on emphasizing security considerations first constrained to single time-sharing
mainframe computers of the 1960’s, expanded later to individual enterprise boundaries, and then evolved to target
multi-network environments. The years from 1972 to 1975 marked a burst of security modeling activities which
followed the security concerns raised by the widespread success of the time-sharing technology, the continuous
decreasing cost and size of computers, as well as the spectacular success of computer-security experts such as the
“tiger teams” in easily attacking and taking over systems [2].
A security policy defines the (high-level) rules according to which access control must be regulated. Access control
is the process of mediating every request to resources and data maintained by a system and determining whether
the request should be granted or denied. The access control decision is enforced by a mechanism implementing
regulations established by a security policy. Different access-control policies can be applied, corresponding to
different criteria for defining what should and should not be allowed, and to some extent define the different means
of security assurances [3].
A security model implements security policy by providing a formal representation of the policy and its functions.
The formalization allows the proof of properties on the security provided by the access control system being
designed. The security mechanisms further define the low-level (software and hardware) functions that implement
the controls imposed by the policy and formally stated in the model [3].
A. Access-control Matrices (1966, 1969)
In 1969, Butler W. Lampson [4], [5] introduced the abstract concepts of protection domains and access-control
matrices for shared computer systems. In his model, the essential property of a domain is that it has potentially
different access rights than other domains. Objects are shared between domains and are the things of the system
that require protection. Typical objects include processes, files, memory segments, terminals, and domains. Access
control is assured through an access control matrix. Each (domain, object) entry in the matrix contains a list of
access attributes which define the access rights of that domain to the objects. Attributes can be of different forms,
such as read, write, owner, call, control, etc.
Lampson model, also known as the Access Control List (ACL), views the access control matrix in a column-wise
fashion. An alternative approach would be to view them in a row-wise manner. This is the approach taken by the
capability-based access control model. This model partition the access-control matrix by subject rather than by
object. It was first introduced in 1966 by J.B. Dennis [6] and later elaborated by R.S. Fabry [7] in 1974.
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B. Bell-LaPadula model (1973)
The Bell-LaPadula Model [8] is considered to be the earliest formal model for data confidentiality through
policies. A confidentiality policy prevents the unauthorized disclosure of information. The model was developed
by David Elliott Bell and Len LaPadula in 1973 to formalize the United States department of defense multi-level
security policy. It is a formal state transition model of computer security policy that describes a set of access-control
rules (policies) which use security labels on objects and clearances for subjects. Security labels range from the most
sensitive, e.g., “Top Secret”, down to the least sensitive, e.g., “Unclassified” or “Public”.
The Bell-LaPadula model is built on the concept of a state machine with a set of allowable states in a system. The
transition from one state to another state is defined by transition functions. A system state is defined to be“secure” if
the only permitted access modes of subjects to objects are in accordance with a security policy. With Bell-LaPadula,
users can create content only at or above their own security level (e.g. “Secret researchers” can create “Secret”
or “Top-Secret” files but may not create “Public files”) reflecting the no write-down policy. Conversely, users can
view content only at or below their own security level (Secret researchers can view Public or Secret files, but may
not view Top-Secret files) reflecting the no read-up policy.
C. Integrity policies (1977)
In conjunction with confidentiality, an integrity policy describes how the validity of the data items in the system
should be maintained from one state of the system to another and specifies the capabilities of various principals in
the system. The first model for integrity policy was proposed in 1977 by Biba [9].
D. D. Clark and D. Wilson model (1987)
Ten years later, D. Clark and D. Wilson’s work on “A Comparison of Commercial and Military Security Policy” [10] stimulated further consideration of novel security policies. Clark’s primary contribution to security policies
was in introducing access triples (user, program, file), where previous work had used duples (user, file) or (subject,
object). The following year witnessed an explosion of Clark-Wilson response papers. In 1989, D. Brewer and M Nash
published “The ChineseWall Security Policy” [11], abstracting British financial regulations. Its contribution was a
user’s free-will choice limiting future actions in a non-discretionary way [12]. The multiplicity of these policies,
however, was more apparent than real, as is explained in [12].
The henceforth mentioned security models are now classified as part of Mandatory access control (MAC) policies.
These policies enforce access control on the basis of regulations mandated by a central authority.
E. D. Estrin’s access-control of IONs (1985)
The need of policy in network management has first been addressed by Deborah Estrin in 1985 in her access
control solution for Inter-Organization Networks (ION) [13], [14]. An ION is formed when two or more organizations interconnect their internal computer networks. She demonstrates that traditional network design criteria
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of connectivity and transparency need to be complemented by a primary high-level requirement which is that of
access-control.
In an ION the goal is not to prohibit access by outsiders as some outside access is explicitly desired. However,
there is a need to control invocation as well as information flow, as the potential damage of unauthorized access to
strictly internal resources can be high. The obvious solutions of (1) physically isolating externally-accessible systems
from internally-accessible systems, and (2) increased access-control on all internal systems are not acceptable. This
is because IONs evolve in number and extent and may overlap; Thus, they require the implementation of logical
rather than physical network boundaries.
The paper was concerned with access control policies such as (i) Only MIT computer science researchers can
access the ARPANET, (ii) ABC users have access to the MIT educational software host, (iii) XYZ users have access
to the MIT design simulation program, and (iv) Both ABC and XYZ users have access to MIT electronic mail.
There are implications of implementing such policies on the design of the ION gateways, the logical grouping
of users into category sets (similar to domains), as well as the equipment of ION facilities (software distribution
servers, electronic mail server, etc.) with discretionary and non-discretionary access-control. It is very difficult to
identify in the general case the category set of a packet based on its header. The IP header for example provides
information useful to the routing of a packet to its destination. This routing information pertains to the physical
location of the destination. When networks cross organizations as well as geographic boundaries, logical information
is desired in addition to topological information. That is, policy control mechanisms need to know the organization
domain to which a message is being sent and from whence it came, in addition to the physical locations.
Policy can be enforced at the packet-level at the ION gateway. However, early gateways and the packet-level
protocols as they were defined, do not carry enough information in each packet header that the gateway needs
to make policy decisions. Although higher-level gateways are able to implement more refined control based on
the application type, such as using the Transport protocol number, it is not possible to make all kinds of policy
decisions based on packet information solely.
As an alternative to packet-level interconnection, D. Estrin suggests two possible schemes. First, a centralized
access-control policy server authority is used in order to map traffic information to category information and grant
appropriate access privileges through a visa scheme. This scheme has an inherent imperative to change at least the
checksum generation/calculation of packet-level protocols. The second alternative would be to implement higherlevel controls at the end hosts. This latter alternative allows the control based on the semantic information of a
message such as the size of a purchase order, or the name of a requested file.
F. Role-based access control policies (1992)
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) is a security mechanism that has gained wide acceptance in the field because
it can lower the cost and complexity of securing large networked and web-based systems [15]. RBAC was first
introduced in 1992 by David Ferraiolo and Rick Kuhn [16]. Although RBAC is not directly concerned with
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policy specification, it has been accepted as a security model which permits the specification and enforcement
of organizational access control policies [17].
Role-based policies regulate the access of users to the information on the basis of the organizational activities
and responsibility that users have in a system [3].
Instead of specifying all the accesses each user is allowed to execute, access authorizations on objects are
specified for roles. RBAC has a number of advantages. It allows better authorization management by separating
user assignment to roles and the assignment of authorizations to roles. Role hierarchies are supported to reflect
natural administrative hierarchies and can be exploited in authorization propagation and delegation. To minimize
the danger of powerful roles, users can sign on with the least privilege required for a particular activity. Finally,
RBAC allow better static/dynamic constraints enforcement, such as a cardinality constraint to restrict the number
of roles allowed to exercise a given privilege [3].
In 2000, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) proposed a unified model for RBAC, based on
the Ferraiolo-Kuhn (1992) model, in the framework developed by Sandhu et al (1996). The model was further refined
within the RBAC community and has been adopted by the American National Standards Institute, International
Committee for Information Technology Standards (ANSI/INCITS) as ANSI INCITS 359-2004 [18]. Some policy
specification languages have also adopted the RBAC security model such as Ponder [19] and XACML [20].
III. P OLICY AS A MANAGEMENT PARADIGM
With the continuing efforts in the use of policy for security and access control, the recognition of the need for and
the standardization of the Internet domain name service (DNS)) [21], [22], the appearance of domain-based systems
for access control in commercial distributed systems [23], as well as the demonstrated need for using policies and
domains for IONs [13] made it desirable to take a more abstract approach to the use of domains and management
policy.
In this perspective, the recognition of policy as a management paradigm can be traced back to 1988 with the
PhD works on domains for policy-based management of D.C. Robinson [24]–[26], J.D. Moffet [27]–[29], and
K. Twidle [30], [31] under the supervision of M. Sloman.
D.C. Robinson and M. Sloman [25] view Management policy to be the sets of rules for achieving the scalable
management of a distributed computing system, as well as achieving the sub-objectives of optimizing resource
usage, cost, revenue, and performance. The requirements of scalability, flexibility, uniformity, and verifiability are
believed to be achievable through policies and management domains.
A domain is viewed as a set of resources to which the same policy applies. The domain also has an associated
manager who can alter its associated management policies. Hence, domains represent the sphere of influence of a
manager.
Domains provide a powerful, uniform, yet flexible, means of managing large distributed computing systems. They
can be applied in the management functions of Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, and Security. The
research focus of Sloman’s team was more targeted to security concerns.
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Sloman’s domain concept provides additional structuring over Estrin’s view of domains in two ways. First,
domains are object oriented, hence can have types and instances. In addition, they can have disjoint, sub-domain,
and overlapping relationships as well as reflexivity and transitivity properties.
On the other hand, Estrin’s domains provide an efficient solution that enforces access control first at the ION
gateways then at the user process level when higher-level knowledge is required. Domains as conceived by Sloman
may in turn downgrade performance due to their high-level structuring. They require encryption keys to be associated
to each security domain, with all communication between participating processes encrypted using that key. Hardware
encryption may then be required to achieve acceptable performance [25]. An example implementation of domains
in structuring access control policy based on capabilities is described in [24] and one based on access control lists
is described in [30].
Similarly focusing on the technology of management (as opposed to the management of a given technology),
Boutaba [32] defines a goal-oriented recursive structuring of management domains (figure 2(a)). Domains can be
organized into hierarchical and/or cooperative structures. Each domain is composed of a manager and a set of
managed resources. A manager at a given level receives management goals from its superior manager, decides on
the policy to follow in order to achieve the goal(s), transforms policies into management plans, then executes the
plans by sending appropriate sub-goals to its subordinate managers or control actions to the managed resources in
the case of a last level manager (figure 2(b)). The construction of domains may be realized according to different
criteria such as location (physical boundaries), policy (same policy applies to the domain resources), organization,
or ownership (for security and access control).
Domains as defined by Boutaba, although restrictive in the way they are internally structured, facilitate management automation by means of recursive policy-driven refinement and delegation of management goals throughout
the management hierarchy.
IV. N ETWORKING POLICIES
As the Internet grew, the need for policy to enforce network quality of service and to select routes in order to
restrict the use of network resources to certain classes of customers became a necessity.
A. Clark policy routing (1989)
In his 1989 request for comment, D. Clark [33] underlines the lack of existing network protocols dealing with
routing policies. A routing policy is concerned with finding the appropriate network route from source to destination,
for each customer traffic, that satisfies the requirements on authorization, quality of service, and cost. He identified
the Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) [34] to be the closest existing mechanism which can serve as a starting ground
for implementing policy routing.
In his proposal, a packet contains a Policy Route (PR), which is verified by each Policy Gateway along the
way. Scalability is achieved through the use of Administrative Regions (ARs), which may include networks, links,
routers, and gateways.
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Each AR holds a list of policy terms that determine its routing policy regarding traffics coming from other ARs.
The policy term structure is described in section V-A.
Clark argues that PR creation cannot be fully automated by the system, but rather will in general require human
intervention. The approach to PR creation is thus a joint one, in which the system provides support to the policy
administrators. Most commonly, the desired PR will be selected from among those available by first finding all
valid PRs, and then selecting one that meets the requirements of the user and has the lowest cost. These two stages
are called synthesis and selection. To synthesize a PR across a sequence of ARs, one must find a Policy Term in
each AR that would permit such a PR. The Policy Terms in each adjacent AR must be compatible in their billing
conditions and other particularities.
A host wishing to send packets outside the local AR must first obtain a PR to put the packets into. In the normal
case, it would do so by directing a request to the local Policy Server, supplying the desired destination and other
negotiable conditions. (For example, the Type of Service (TOS) is negotiable, the current time is not.) The Server,
based on this input, must select the most appropriate PR and return it.
B. BGP (1989), IDRP (1994) and IDPR (1993)
Building on the experience gained in EGP, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), first published in 1989 [35], is
the current core routing protocol of the Internet. The primary function of a BGP speaking system is to exchange
network reachability information with other BGP-based systems. This includes the list of Autonomous Systems
(ASs) to traverse. At the AS level, some policy decisions may be enforced.
Policy enforcement is not part of the protocol itself, but instead is manually configured at each BGP router.
The enforcement of the policies is accomplished in two ways. First, by specifying the procedure used by the AS
router itself to select the appropriate paths, and second by controlling the redistribution of routing information to
neighboring ASs. Policy decisions can be based on political or competition constraints (such as to avoid a non
trusted AS) or performance aspects in order to choose the appropriate AS path.
Similar to BGP for the Internet, the Inter-Domain Routing Protocol (IDRP) was defined in 1994 in ISO 10747 [36]
for OSI defined network environments. Similar to BGP, IDRP allows manually enforceable policy-based routing.
In 1993, Steenstrup introduced an architecture for inter-domain policy routing (IDPR) [37]. Unlike BGP and IDRP,
the IDPR architecture supports link state routing information distribution and route generation in conjunction with
source specified message forwarding. IDPR defines policy routing as the route generation and message forwarding
procedures for producing and using routes that simultaneously satisfy user service requirements and respect transit
domain service restrictions.
With policy routing, each domain administrator sets transit policies that dictate how and by whom the resources
within its domain should be used. Each domain administrator also sets source policies for traffic originating within
its domain. Unlike transit policies, source policies are usually private. They specify provided and requested services
based on: domain access restrictions, network path quality, and cost.
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Fig. 1.

The IETF policy framework

Route generation using IDRP is inherently complex and involves a combination of service constraints. For
example, “finding a route delay of no more than S seconds and a cost no greater than C”. Most of these multiconstraint routing problems are NP-Complete [38]. To cope with this complexity, IDRP supports the ability to group
Administrative Domains (ADs) into superdomains, hence forcing the existence of a domain hierarchy.
C. IETF/DMTF Policy Framework (1999)
The IETF [39] and the DMTF [40] have shown their interest in network policies and put considerable effort
for creating a standard policy framework and related protocols. RFC 3198 [41] defines a network policy as a set
of rules to administer, manage, and control access to network resources. Policies are defined by an administrator
and specify how the devices in the network should deal with different types of traffic. They also provide a way of
consistently managing multiple devices comprised of complex technologies.
The IETF Policy Framework (POLICY) Working Group [42] has developed a policy management architecture
for policy-based networking, the basic components of which are depicted in figure 1. The Policy management tool
is a human friendly user interface for specifying, editing, and administering policies that are to be enforced in the
network. The policy repository is used to store the policies generated by the management tool. It can be a LDAP
server or a Directory Enabled Network (DEN) device. The entities (such as routers, firewalls, and hosts) that can
take actions to enforce the policies are known as the Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs). The Policy Decision Point
(PDP) is a resource manager or policy server that is responsible for handling policy events, retrieving the policies
from the repository, interpreting them and deciding on which set of configuration policies ought to be enforced by
the PEPs. The PDP enforces the policies based on the “if condition then action” or “at time do action” rule sets
it has received from the PDP. A local policy decision point (LPDP) is a scaled-down PDP that may exist within a
network node and is used in cases when a policy server is not available. Basic policy decisions can be programmed
into this component.
Subsequent to the IETF/DMTF adoption of policy-based networking, several works proposed similar or more
elaborate designs of policy architectures particularly in the area of quality-of-service management in Differentiated
Services (DiffServ) networks. Some of the early works include [43]–[46].
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D. The Common Open Policy Service (2000)
In January 2000, the Common Open Policy Service (COPS) protocol [47] has been published by the IETF
Resource Allocation Protocol (RAP) working group in RFC 2753. COPS is aimed for the general administration,
configuration, and enforcement of policies in IP networks. It is a simple query and response protocol for the
exchange of policy information between a policy server (PDP) and its clients (PEPs). It is assumed that at least one
policy server exists in each controlled administrative domain. The basic model of interaction between a policy server
and its clients is compatible with the framework for policy-based admission control defined in RFC 2748 [48].
COPS supports two common models for policy control: outsourcing and provisioning. The Outsourcing model
addresses the kind of events at the PEP that require an instantaneous policy decision (authorization) in which the
PEP delegates responsibility to an external policy server (PDP) to make decisions on its behalf. In the Provisioning
model, the PDP may proactively provision the PEP reacting to external events (such as user input), PEP events,
and any combination thereof. RFC 3084 [49] defines COPS-PR, which is the COPS client type for the provisioning
model. In addition, RFC 3317 [50] specifies a set of policy rule classes for configuring QoS Policy for Differentiated
Services and are intended for use by the COPS-PR QoS client type.
In COPS-PR, each client has to maintain a special database, the Policy Information Base (PIB) [51], where all the
received configuration data are stored. The PIB is a structure similar to a management information base (MIB), and
can be described as a conceptual tree namespace, where the branches represent structures of data, or provisioning
classes (PRCs), and the leaves represent instances of these classes, called provisioning instances (PRIs).
Note that the IETF policy working group has not been active since 2004. The COPS protocol continues nevertheless to be employed in the industry and by other standardization bodies such 3GPP for mobile and IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) applications [52].
V. P OLICY SPECIFICATION LANGUAGES
This section presents a selection of contributions made in the investigation of the appropriate way to represent
policies.
A. Clark’s Policy Term (1989)
The Clark’s policy term [33] constitutes one of the earliest works on network policy specification. Clark proposed
a template to represent network policies called policy term (listing 1). Scalability is achieved through the use of
Administrative Regions (ARs), which may include networks, links, routers, and gateways. A term is made up of
four fields: source, destination, user class, and other global conditions. The source field is made up of the source
host IP address, the source AR, and the entry AR. The destination field is made up of the destination IP address, the
destination AR, and the exit AR. Wild cards along with user classes allow for better flexibility and scalability [38].
The notation used by Clark was a good starting point for abstract network policy representation. However, it lacks
the ability to represent explicit paths formed by a sequence of ARs as part of the terms [38]. Also, the language
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Listing 1 A Clark Policy Term
((132.227.60.13,1,-),(194.2.232.170,3,-), University, Unauthenticated UCI)

Traffic flow marked of class “University” can pass without authentication between the host with IP address
132.227.60.13 in AR1 and the host with IP address 194.2.232.170 in AR3.

syntax is not natural for the policy manager since it requires the memorization of the semantics of each parameter
position in a term.
B. Traffic flow policy languages (1998-2001)
These are relatively low-level policy languages that make use of pattern matching in the selection of the network
traffic on which a policy can be applied. Their efficiency in policy-based management is limited since they do not
provide a view of how the overall policy managed network system will work. A policy is simply an abstract devicelevel representation of the functionality of a node. PAX-PDL [53], SRL [54], and PPL [38] are some examples of
such languages. Pattern is the basic concept of these languages. Simple patterns can be combined to form more
complex patterns. SRL adds to pattern recognition the ability to act on the identified packet/flow by tracking its
statistics. The Path-based Policy Language PPL [38] was intended to bring a satisfactory solution to the integration
of the IntServ and DiffServ IETF models by having a policy extended to act on the full data path of a flow. This
avoids many NP-complete calculations that try to establish a coherent path based on policies spread over different
nodes. Paths are analogous to static routes when they are completely instantiated. Pre-computing paths, on the other
hand, may also incur excessive overhead if not designed appropriately.
Listing 2 Priority management in PPL
Assign high priority to the network managers data traffic during working hours.
Policy <net manager> {∗} {traffic class = {data}} {∗} {time≥0800, time≤1600 : priority := 10}

The use of userID in the grammar specification is not a needed feature and unnecessarily complicates the grammar.
As also noticed by Nicodemos [55], it would better be specified as part of some meta-information that could be
used for the analysis of policies. Current traffic flow policy languages lack mechanisms for grouping policies and
do not tend to take advantage of Object Oriented concepts.
Higher-Level policy languages have also been proposed, starting with the elementary Clark Policy Terms [38].
A policy definition is generally viewed as an “IF Condition Then Action” statement or further refined to an “On
Event Then IF Condition Then Action”.
C. Policy Description Language PDL (1999)
PDL [56] is a declarative policy definition language for information systems management developed by Bell
Labs. It defines a policy as a collection of general principles specifying the desired behavior of a system. Policies
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are formulated using the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule paradigm of active databases and are supported by a
rich event sub-language for un-interpreted concurrent actions.
A PDL policy is a finite set of well-typed policy rules of the form “event causes action if condition’’. Policy
rules map series of events into sets of actions. The language has clearly defined semantics and has been deliberately
limited to a policy specification that is succinct and can be efficiently implemented. According to [57], it has been
used in for the policy-based management of the SARAS soft-switch at Bell labs.
Listing 3 Sample PDL policies [58]
// policy for product order processing
defectiveProduct causes stop
orderReceived causes mailProduct
orderReceived causes chargeCreditCard
/* policy for Soft-switch overload control in the presence of an excessive number of signalling network time outs */.
(normalmode, group(callmade|timeout)) triggers overloadmode if (Count(timeout)/Count(callmade)>ThOvld)

D. The Ponder Framework (2000)
Ponder is a declarative, object-oriented language for specifying security policies with role-based access control
as well as general purpose management policies. It has been published by Damianou et al. in [59] and a year later
in the 2001 first IEEE workshop on policies [19]. However, the notation used draws upon the early works in [60],
[61] and the more consistent specification of Mariott [62].
Ponder views policy as a rule that defines a choice in the behavior of a system. This behavior is intended to
reflect objectives of the system managers. At a more formal level, a Ponder policy defines a relationship between
objects (Subjects and Targets) of a managed system. It supports four basic policy types: authorizations, obligations,
refrains, and delegations and three composite policy types: roles, relationships, and management structures that are
used to compose policies. It also has a number of supporting abstractions that are used to define policies: domains
for hierarchically grouping managed objects, events for triggering obligation policies, and constraints for controlling
the enforcement of policies at runtime. All constructs can be specified as single instances or as types that can be
instantiated as many times as needed. Types in ponder can be parameterized which adds to the generality of the
language.
Obligation policies are similar to PDL policies and allow the specification of management policies. An obligation
states the actions that must be performed by manager objects within the system when specific events occur and
a set of conditions are met. That is, obligations are event triggered and they follow the ECA paradigm. Ponder
supports a rich event composition mechanism similar to that of PDL (section V-C). Ponder obligations also support
exception management in a way similar to object-oriented programming.
Roles are a key concept in Ponder. They provide a semantic grouping of policies having a common subject, such
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Listing 4 Application-level video conference authorization [55]
Members of Agroup plus Bgroup can set up a video conference with USA staff except the New York group. The
constraint of the policy is composite. The time-based constraint limits the policy to apply between 4:00pm and
6:00pm and the action constraint specifies that the policy is valid only if the priority parameter (the 2nd parameter
of the action) is greater than 2.
inst auth+
subject
target
action
when
}

VideoConf1 {
/Agroup + /Bgroup;
USAStaff - NYgroup;
VideoConf(BW, Priority);
Time.between("1600", "1800") and (Priority > 2);

as a DiffServ edge router. Ponder roles are inspired by the RBAC model but do not support inheritance of privileges
within a Role Instance Hierarchy - which actually causes problems within RBAC.
Within the scope of a composite policy structure or a domain sub tree, there is a need for Meta policies [63]–[65],
which are policies regarding permitted policy types and authorized concurrent action sequencing.
It is worth mentioning that several languages for specifying security as well as management policy preceded
Ponder. Examples include the language proposed in [66], the one proposed in [67] for the specification of ECA
rules for network management databases, the ASL language [68] for formal logic-based access-control policies
supporting RBAC, the language presented in [69] for security policies based on permissions and obligations using
deontic logic, and the LasSCO [70] language for graphically specifying access-control policies on objects using
domains. Also worth mentioning is the Policy Definition Language (different from the PDL language described in
section V-C) defined in 1996 by Koch et al. [71] and which provides a means to specify management (obligation)
and security (authorization) policies supporting subjects and targets as domain expressions, events specified using
a simple Event Definition Language (EDL), constraints, and actions. The syntax of Koch PDL is close to that
of Ponder, although Ponder goes farther in terms of formalizing policy specification and implementation. Koch
presents a framework for policy definition and refinement that features three levels of abstraction: requirements,
goals, and operational policies. The language is defined using BNF and provides ancestor and descendant links in
the definition of a policy in order to link the policy refinement hierarchy. The framework which is implemented
in [72] features also the use of monitoring agents and a tool for the graphical representation of chained policies.
E. IETF policy core information model (Feb 2001)
The IETF policy working group [42] defined a set of information models that capture all aspects of a managed
environment. At the top of the hierarchy is the Core Information Model (CIM) [73], which is composed of a small
set of classes and associations that establish a conceptual framework for the schema of the rest of the managed
environment. Second, comes the Policy Core Information model (PCIM [74], later extended to PCIMe [75]) which
defines a set of classes and relationships that provide an extensible means for defining policy control of managed
objects.
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Listing 5 Level of abstraction of a QPIM policy
High-level policy:
In the human resources department, applications should receive better quality of service than simple web applications
unless it is an executive’s web application.
QPIM policy (a possible formulation):
if packet IP@(source ∨ destination) ∈ human resources department then
if packet source/destination IP@ ∈ execSet then
packet.priority ← High
else if packet.protocol == HTTP then
packet.priority ← Low
else
packet.priority ← Default
end if
end if

PCIM enables administrators to represent policy in a vendor-independent and device independent way. Thus,
service-level abstractions can be supported at a higher level, and be translated at a lower level to device-specific
configuration parameters, across an aggregate of heterogeneous managed entities.
In addition to the ability to structure policy rules into groups, PCIM introduces the notion of policy Role and
component Role. A role is a type of property that is used to select one or more policies for a set of entities and/or
components from among a much larger set of available policies. Components are assigned specific roles and this
helps the management system or the system administrator in selecting the appropriate policies that apply to these
roles. If ever it is desired to assign a different functionality to that same element, a simple role exchange is done
and the appropriate set of policies is applied accordingly.
The QoS Policy Information Model QPIM, introduced by the IETF in [76], builds on PCIM and deals with QoS
enforcement for differentiated and integrated services using policy. High-level business needs, available network
topology, and the desired network QoS methodology such as DiffServ [77] or IntServ [78] drive the process of
QoS policy definition in QPIM. Listing 5 illustrates the abstraction level of policies defined using QPIM. In 2003,
QPIM has been enhanced to become an IETF standard and renamed to Policy QoS Information Model [79].
Note that PCIM(e) and QPIM have a high degree of articulation in policy definition. In fact, nearly every single
component of a policy is made up to be a full class. If the policy is say of the form (C1 ∧ C2 ∧ C3) ∨ (C4 ∧ C5) ⇒
A1, A2, A3, A4 then this needs to be modeled in at least ten classes! Five for the conditions, four for actions, and
one for the policy itself let alone objects resulting from the instantiation of the different relationship classes.
This high-level of verbosity in the CIM model makes the writing of policies less intuitive. In order to simplify
the usage of the CIM policy models, the CIM Simplified Policy Language (CIM-SPL) was created by Jorge Lobo
within the DMTF Policy Working Group in january 2007 [80] and is a proposed standard. The objective of CIMSPL is to provide a means for specifying if-condition-then-action style policy rules to manage computing resources
using constructs defined by CIM. The design of CIM-SPL is inspired by existing policy languages and models
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Listing 6 A CIM-SPL policy
Import CIM_X_XX_XXXX::CIM_LocalFileSystem;
Strategy Execute_All_Applicable;
Policy {
Declaration {
computer_system = collect(Self, CIM_HostedFileSystem, PartComponent, GroupComponent, null, true)[0];
storage_config_service = collect(computer_system, CIM_HostedService, Antecedent, Dependent,
CIM_StorageConfigurationService, true)[0];
logical_disk = collect(Self, CIM_ResidesOnExtent, Dependent, Antecedent, null, true)[0];
storage_pool = collect(logical_disk, CIM_AllocatedFromStoragePool, Dependent, Antecedent,
null, true)[0];
fs_goal = collect(Self, CIM_ElementSettingData, ManagedElement, SettingData,
CIM_FileSystemSetting true)[0]; }
Condition { (AvailableSpace / FileSystemSize) < 0.25 }
Decision {
storage_conf_service.CreateOrModifyElementFromStoragePool("LogicalDisk",
/* ElementType Volume */
8, job, fs_goal,
1.25 * FileSystemSize,
storage_pool,
logical_disk)
| DoSomethingOnFailure() }
}:1 /* policy priority*/;

including policy definition language (PDL) from Bell Laboratories [56], the Ponder policy language from Imperial
College [19], and the Autonomic Computing Policy Language (ACPL) [81] from IBM Research. One of the main
design points of CIM-SPL is to provide a policy language compatible with the CIM Policy Model and the CIM
Schema. Ongoing efforts are considering the implementation of CIM-SPL over C++ and Java. Listing 6 shows a
CIM-SPL specification of a policy that is invoked when a file system is 85 percent full. The policy expands the
storage pool by 25 percent.
F. OASIS eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) (2003)
In April 2001, the OASIS XML interoperability consortium started to work on XACML for the purpose of
standardizing security access control using XML. Two years later, the first XACML standard was issued [82] and
included a declarative XML-based access control policy language and a request/response language. Policies in
XACML are specified using subjects, Targets, Resources, and Actions. The Target is the constraint to be met by
the Subject and Resource for the policy Action to be applicable. XACML policies can be nested into policy sets.
An XACML Policy represents a single access control policy and is expressed through a set of rules.
The request/response language helps to form a query to ask whether or not a given action should be allowed, and
interpret the result. XACML enables the use of arbitrary attributes in policies, role-based access control [20], security
labels, time/date-based policies, indexable policies, ’deny’ policies, and dynamic policies. As of 2007, version 3.0 is
in preparation and will add generic attribute categories for the evaluation context and policy delegation profile [83].
Similar to the IETF policy framework [39], XACML assumes an architecture featuring a PDP, PEPs, and a
policy repository. The request to access to a resource needs to be made to the PEP that protects that resource (like
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Listing 7 Boolean expression in ACPL Vs. SPL [84]
Boolean expression in ACPL
<And>
<Not> <Equal> <PropertySensor propertyName= "NumberOfPorts"/> IntConstant>
<Value>16</Value>
</IntConstant> </Equal> </Not>
<Equal>
<PropertySensor propertyName= "VendorId"/> <IntConstant>
<Value>5</Value>
</IntConstant> </PropertySensor>
</Equal>
<Equal>
<PropertySensor propertyName= "Type"/> <StringConstant>
<Value>Core Switch</Value>
</StringConstant></PropertySensor>
</Equal>
</And>

The same expression in SPL
(Sensor(NumberOfPorts) != 16) and (Sensor(VendorId) = 5) and (Sensor(Type) = "Core Switch")

a filesystem or a web server). The PEP then formulates and sends the request to the PDP, which will trigger the
appropriate policy to get the answer about whether access should be granted. The response includes one of the
values: Permit, Deny, Indeterminate or Not Applicable.
G. Policy Management for Autonomic Computing (PMAC) (2005)
PMAC [84] is a generic middleware platform developed in 2005 by IBM to provide software components that
can be embedded in software applications to take input from a policy-based management system.
The PMAC platform supports the system model adopted by the IBM Autonomic Computing (AC) architecture,
which defines a framework for self-managing information systems [85]. The AC architecture presents two key
abstractions: (1) An autonomic manager (AM), which Monitors computing resources, Analyzes the status of the
resources, Plans action for the resources, and Executes the planned actions (known as the MAPE functions); and
(2) A managed resource (MR), which is a computing system controlled and managed by the AM.
PMAC is implemented in JAVA and provides two different policy languages: ACPL (Autonomic Computing
Policy Language) [81] which is based on XML, hence verbose, and SPL which is concise and human friendly.
The AM in PMAC exposes a set of Java application programming interfaces (APIs) that are useful when the
AM and MR are running in the same Java virtual machine. Alternatively, the AM can be run inside an application
server and be offered as a stateless session Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) or as a Web service to remotely located
managed resources. Thus, a managed resource can request policy guidance to the AM through RMI (in the EJB
case) or SOAP (in the Web service case) protocols.
At the core of ACPL is a rich expression language, the Autonomic Computing Expression Language (ACEL),
that facilitates writing policy rules [86]. ACEL has been designed so that it can express most common policy
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conditions while closely following standard XML conventions. It is a strongly typed language that can be parsed
and type checked almost entirely by XML parsers, thereby making it attractive to applications that can consume
XML format (e.g. Web services policies).
A condition in a PMAC policy can be any ACEL expression of type Boolean with variables corresponding
to sensor names. The value of the variable is the same for all occurrences of the variable in the AM policies.
Variables in ACEL are represented by an XML element type called PropertySensor with an attribute PropertyName identifying the name of the variable.
VI. P OLICY R EFINEMENT
Although there has been considerable effort in industry and academia, since the 1990’s, regarding the specification
and implementation of policies and recently Service Level Agreements (SLAs), little focus has been given to the
refinement of high-level goals into low-level policies. The investigation of policy refinement and analysis has gained
interest only recently.
Policy refinement is meant to derive low-level management policies from high-level requirements. Policy analysis
always goes hand-in-hand with policy refinement and relates to analyzing a set of policies for consistency and
correctness vis-a-vis of the high-level policy.
Listing 8 summarizes an example adapted from [87] and shows a simple manual refinement case.
Listing 8 A Manual policy derivation example
1. Requirement:
provide an IP telephone to a user who logs in from a location outside their home office
2. The requirement looks like:
provide service to user on event where condition
where (service=IP telephone) ∧ (event=user logs in) ∧ (condition=from a location outside their home office)
3. The policy to consider is then an obligation policy (section V-D) of the form
on event do action where condition
4. Subsequent steps will then require the translation of the expressions in a, b, and c into their system-level equivalents.

A. Goal-driven network management (1992)
In 1992 Boutaba [32], [88] introduced an architecture for the integrated management of networked systems. The
management architecture is based on (1) the use of domains as organizational units for the grouping of resources
and specifying management responsibility and authority boundaries; and (2) a clear distinction between management
policies/goals and the resources/activities being managed.
At each management level (figure 2(a)), the manager receives management goals from higher level mangers. A
management goal is a statement about what is to be achieved. The manager achieves the management goals by taking
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(a) Recursive Management Model
Fig. 2.

(b) Refinement Model

Goal-driven management framework [64]

actions which are single management operations. Actions available to the manager include issuing instructions to
the resources being managed or to other managers involved in managing the resource, making reports (to the issuers
of the management goals), and performing other internal operations.
Because deriving management plans from a set of management goals can be a complicated task, management
policies are introduced as an intermediate step between management goals and management plans. Management
policies are general statements about how the manager will achieve the management goals, and are used to ease
decision making by restricting the set of solutions to a problem from the range given by the management goals to
a much smaller handled size.
Management plans derived from management policies may be executed immediately to achieve some of the
management goals (e.g., ”turn on accounting”), or may be stored for execution in response to some situation as
part of a persistent management goal (e.g., ”if response time exceeds 50 ms, reroute”).
The identified management phases are respectively processed and supervised by the manager’ active entities
illustrated in figure 2(b). These are : the Policy Maker, the Planner, and the Executive.
A manager can operate either proactively, stimulated by arrival of goals from higher level managers, or reactively
on the detection of events or arrival of notifications from managed resources and/or lower level managers.
B. Table lookup (2000)
This technique [89] was proposed by Verma in 2000 for use with network policies of the form (SrcIP, DstIP,
SrcPort, DstPort, Protocol, ServiceLevel (kbps)), such as (1.4.0.0, 1.3.0.0, ANY, ANY, TCP, 20kbps) (guarantees
20kbps for all TCP traffic between 1.4.0.0 and 1.3.0.0). A policy represents a goal to achieve by the network.
The policy refinement module holds a table of policies to achieve. In order to perform the refinement, each
policy in the table needs to be first mapped into an N-dimensional hyperspace object, where N is the number of
configuration parameters in the policy. Each policy is considered to be a region in the hyperspace, which may be
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connected or disconnected. Each hyper-cube points to a set of goals or actions. The system needs then to match
the hypercube corresponding to the policy being queried against all the hyper-cubes representing all the policies in
the table. In the case of overlaps, the refinement process splits the policy into sub-policies (smaller hyper-cubes)
with refined goals. The procedure continues until there every overlapping is removed.
C. Case-based reasoning (2004)
The case-based reasoning (CBR) approach to policy management has been introduced in [90]. In this approach, the
system learns experimentally from the operational behavior it has seen in the past. The system maintains a database
of past cases, where each case is a combination of the system configuration parameters and the business objectives
that are achieved by the specific combination of the system configuration parameters. When new configuration
parameters needed for a new business objective, the case database is consulted to find the closest matching case, or
an interpolation is performed between the configuration parameters of a set of cases to determine the appropriate
configuration parameters that will result in the desired business objective.
The case-based approach to policy refinement has a number of weaknesses. Namely, the difficulty to populate
the case database at bootstrap time. False acceptance is also possible due to the generalizations made based on
wrongly constructed sets of cases.
The main advantage of a CBR system is that it becomes increasingly effective as its case database grows in size.
For this reason, Beigi et al. [90] argue that a policy-based management architecture that uses CBR needs to employ
a runtime policy transformation mechanism.
D. Goal elaboration and the KAOS methodology
The goal elaboration approach to policy refinement has received more interest recently. The approach is based
on the KAOS goal refinement methodology proposed by Darimont et al. [91], [92].
KAOS is a formal approach to goal refinement and operationalization aimed at providing constructive formal
support while hiding the underlying mathematics. The principle is to reuse generic refinement patterns from a
library structured according to strengthening/weakening relationships among patterns. Once the patterns are proved
correct and complete, they can be used for guiding the refinement process or for pointing out missing elements in
a refinement.
Goals can be of the form Achieve (P ⇒ Q), Maintain (P ⇒ Q), Cease (P ⇒ ¬Q), or Avoid (P ⇒ ¬Q).
Achieve and Cease goals obey to system behaviors that require some target property to be eventually satisfied or
denied respectively. Maintain and Avoid goals, on the other hand, restrict behaviors in that they require some target
property to be permanently satisfied or denied respectively.
Goal elaboration in KAOS is based on the refinement of AND/OR structures by defining goals and their
refinement/conflict links until implementable constraints are reached.
In order to complete goal operationalization, R. darimont [92] suggests the use of stimulus-response patterns. A
stimulus is an event perceived by some agent which requires some action to be performed by the agent. A response
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is an agent reaction to some stimulus. This obviously resembles to an ECA policy although it was not specifically
used in the scope of policy-based management.
The KAOS approach, however, is limited in the assignment decision step. It provides little support for formal
reasoning about alternative assignments. The next three sections elaborate on this issue through the use of abduction,
model checking techniques, and translation primitives respectively.
1) Goal elaboration using Event-calculus and abductive reasoning (2004):
Bandara et al. presented in [93], [94] an approach to policy refinement by which a formal representation of a
system, based on the Event Calculus, is used in conjunction with abductive reasoning techniques to derive the
sequence of operations that will allow a given system to achieve a desired goal. The refinement relies on using the
KAOS methodology first for the process of refining the abstract goals into lower-level ones.
The relationship between the system description (SD) and the goals (G) is called a Strategy (S). It describes the
mechanism by which the system represented by SD achieves the goals denoted by G, i.e. (SD, S) ` G. Abductive
reasoning allows to derive the facts that must be true for the desired system state (G) to be achieved given the
SD. This consists in deriving a path in the statechart from some initial state to the desired one. Whether a strategy
should be encoded as policy, or as system functionality, will depend on the particular application domain.
Users first provide the high-level policy they desire in the form “on event if condition then achieve goal”.
The KAOS approach is applied to elaborate the high-level policy, making use of both application-independent and
application-specific refinement patterns. At each stage of elaboration, the system description and the goals are used
to attempt to abduce a strategy for achieving the goal. If no strategy can be derived, then the preferred course
of action is to further elaborate the goals. However, if the existing low-level goals are already expressed at the
lowest level of abstraction in the system, it is not possible to elaborate the goals further. In this situation the system
description must be augmented with more detail.
2) Goal elaboration using Model Checking (2005):
Instead of using an abductive reasoning engine, Rubio-loyola et al. [95] investigated the usage of model checking
in order to derive operational policies from low-level goals. The refinement framework relies also on the KAOS
methodology, the use of temporal logic, and the modelling of system behavior in terms of event-based labeled
transitions (state charts).
Model checking is a technique of system verification that relies on the counterexample principle: In order to
prove that property P can hold (⇔ P is a fluent), it is sufficient to find a counterexample to the property that states
that P can never happen, i.e. !P (Always not P).
The counterexample produced by a model checker not only proves that P can hold but also provides a way to
actually achieve it, which in turn is nothing but the low-level policy that needs to be encoded in order to achieve
the original goal.
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3) Goal elaboration using translation primitives (2006):
In [96], Rubio-loyola et al. provide a functional approach which extends their KAOS and model-checking-based
refinement framework with the use of design patterns for finite-state verification [97] and translation patterns [98].
The key idea is to constrain the system to a particular behavior, from among the set of potential behaviors, based
on a set of systematically identified refinement patterns. For example, if an achieve goal G1:(P ⇒ ♦Q) is refined
using the milestone pattern to (G11:P⇒ ♦R ∧ G12:R⇒ ♦Q), the subsequent decision is to constrain the system
behavior to the new temporal relationship [96] “goal G11 must be fulfilled before goal G12”.
While the refinement patterns used to elaborate goals describe the requirements for a system (e.g. both G11 and
G12 must be fulfilled so that G1 is fulfilled), the patterns described in this approach deal with the translation of
particular aspects of such requirements (e.g. G11 is achieved before/after G12) into formal specifications suitable
for finite state verification tools, such as model checking.
Each pattern has an equivalent representation in linear temporal logic. For example, to specify that G12 (antecedent) must exist after G11 (consequence), which is a combination of an existence pattern with an after scope,
the corresponding temporal formulae would be: (¬G11 | ♦(G11 ∧ ♦G12)).
Once the KAOS goal graph is elaborated and the temporal relationships between sub-goals identified, the
refinement engine makes use of translation primitives in order to abstract policies from system trace executions.
These primitives take advantage of the fact that the system trace executions indicate the pre- and post-conditions,
and the actions taken by the involved managed objects.
Translation primitives specialize the translation patterns approach [98], which abstracts policy fields from system
process specification, to generate policies automatically from system trace executions.
VII. P OLICY CONSISTENCY A NALYSIS
Once a policy set is generated after a refinement process, whether be it manual or automated, it is not sufficient to
check the syntax of new policies before they are deployed within the system. The deployment of conflicting policies
in a system causes abnormal behaviors that are generally difficult to diagnose and measure. Resolution of conflicts
among policy rules has been long studied in many areas including artificial intelligence and databases [99]–[102].
A. Modality conflicts (1999)
Modality conflicts have been studied by Lupu [103]. They are a special type of application-independent policy
inconsistencies that can be syntactically detected. Using Ponder terminology [19], a modality conflict occurs when
two policies are specified using the same subjects, targets and actions but are of opposite modality. There are three
types of such conflicts: (i) Obligation conflicts (O+/O-) occur when the subject is obliged to do and obliged not
to do an action, (ii) Unauthorized Obligation conflicts (O+/A-) occur when the subject is obliged to carry out an
action it is not authorized to do, and (iii) Authorization conflicts (A+/A-) when the subject is both authorized and
unauthorized to carry out an action.
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No direct action can be taken at the detection of a modality conflict except to raise an exception to the system
administrator to point towards a potential design error.
B. Formal consistency checking using Logic Programming (2000)
Chomicki and Lobo present in [58] a formal logic-based framework for detecting and resolving action conflicts
in ECA policies that do not involve negated events. First, PDL is augmented with action constraints describing
under which circumstances a set of actions cannot be executed simultaneously. Monitors are then defined as filters
over policy actions. A monitor cancels some actions in order to meet the constraints.
Given a policy and a set of constraints on the simultaneous execution of its actions, the framework produces a
monitor for the policy. Monitors work by filtering (canceling) policy actions and/or events. The aim is to make
monitors behave as close as possible to the policy whose output they filter and that the effect of conflict resolution
should be maximally transparent to the user. The framework uses stateless policy rules and imposes simultaneity
restrictions on events and actions. Future work is considered in order to address those issues and propose more
realistic conflict resolution monitors.
As an example, consider the first policy in listing 3 and the constraint “never stop ∧ mailProduct”. Listing 9
gives an event-cancellation monitor that can be used in order to enforce it.
Listing 9 An event-cancellation monitor [104]
//The conflict rule
block(stop) ∨ block(mailP roduct) ← exec(stop) ∧ exec(mailP roduct)
//The blocking rules:
ignore(def ectiveP roduct) ← occ(def ectiveP roduct) ∧ block(stop)
ignore(orderReceived) ← occ(orderReceived) ∧ block(mailP roduct)
ignore(orderReceived) ← occ(orderReceived) ∧ block(chargeCreditCard)
//The accepting rules:
accept(stop) ← occ(def ectiveP roduct) ∧ ¬ignore(def ectiveP roduct)
accept(mailP roduct) ← occ(orderReceived) ∧ ¬ignore(orderReceived)
accept(chargeCreditCard) ← occ(orderReceived) ∧ ¬ignore(orderReceived)

C. Anomaly detection and resolution in firewall policies (2003)
In [105] Al-Shaer and Hamed present the “firewall policy advisor” tool for the management of firewall policies which offers facilities for conflict detection and resolution. A policy is a set of simple rules of the form
“<order><protocol><s-ip><s-port><d-ip><d-port><action>”, where ’s’ stands for source and ’d’ for destination. The action can be either an accept or a deny. Source and destination addresses support ranges and the ∗
wild card. A simple priority mechanism is used where rules of a policy are listed sequentially with the first rules
having precedence over the last.
The authors identify five types of intra-firewall policy anomalies: shadowing (rule never gets activated due to
another policy with higher precedence shadowing it), correlation (two correlated rules with conflicting filtering
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actions), generalization (rule with lower precedence covering the range of packets of rule with higher precedence),
redundancy, and irrelevance. Algorithms for intra-firewall anomaly discovery and resolution are presented in [105]
and for inter-firewall anomalies in [106]. An intra-firewall policy anomaly defines the existence of two or more
filtering rules that may match the same packet or the existence of a rule that can never match any packet on the
network paths that cross the firewall. An inter-firewall anomaly may exist if any two firewalls on a network path take
different filtering actions on the same traffic. Inter-firewall anomalies are classified into shadowing, spuriousness
(upstream firewall permits traffic that is denied by the downstream firewall), redundancy, and correlation (correlated
rules in upstream and downstream firewalls) anomalies. When an anomaly is discovered the user is informed in
order to take the appropriate action among a set of alternatives presented by the firewall policy advisor.
D. Formal consistency checking using abductive reasoning (2004)
Bandara presents in [87] a tool for policy analysis. The tool supports querying a set of policies for validation and
review. Validation queries are supported in order to determine the feasibility of a policy.. Review queries are used in
order to help the administrator analyze the managed system specification and extract specific types of information.
In addition, Bandara suggests the use of abducting reasoning and the tool developed for event-calculus-based goal
elaboration [93], [94] in order to query potential conflicts between policies. The example given is that of querying
the obligation policy “Martin should always connect to the VPN server between 9am and 5pm” and the refrain
policy “Martin should refrain from connecting to the VPN server when accessing the Internet with his PDA” for
potential conflict (called a “conflict goal”). The abductive reasoning process manages to detect a case in which a
conflict arises (Martin connects to the Internet with his PDA at 9am). However, this technique remains limited in
its applicability because of the inherent difficulty of automating the refinement of a conflict goal.
E. Attribute and priority-based policy consistency checking algorithms (2005)
Agrawal el al. present in [107] a set of generic static policy consistency checking algorithms.
The first algorithm deals with the determination of whether a set of single attribute constraints do not reduce to
empty the domain space of that attribute. The algorithm works for both totally ordered (integer, string, real) discrete
or continuous domain types as well as for non ordered finite domain types.
The second algorithm deals with linear constraints over a set of variables and seeks to find a feasible non empty
region for them. Constraints can be of the form [swap ≥ 2 RAM, boot = 1024, boot+swap< 14 HD, RAM>0].
The third algorithm deals with the solving of the satisfiability of compound boolean expressions. For example,
if we want to check if two policies can be triggered at the same time where the condition on the first policy is ((X
<10) ∨ (X≥10 ∧ X+Y<10)) and that on the second policy is (X>12 ∧ X>2Y); the algorithm will check if the
conjunction of the two formulas is satisfiable. The determination of all solutions of a compound boolean expression
is however difficult in the general case and the authors provide only a simplified solution based on a Prolog-like
backtracking technique.
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The fourth algorithm deals with the priority assignment problem and provides a solution to the precedence-based
priority assignment. The algorithm has efficiency criteria that allow it to handle the assignment of priority values
to a large number of policies, with low overhead properties in policy insertions and deletion.
F. Policy Optimization (2007)
Complementary to policy analysis, policy optimization has been stressed in [108] to emphasize the idea that a
policy-based solution should provide, in addition to correct behavior, an adequate performance in order to justify its
adoption in real-scale management systems. The specification of a set of a set of policies that work is not sufficient.
The issue of whether another set of policies might produce a better performance merits consideration. Furthermore,
even for the same policy set, the runtime scheduling of policies may also impact the overall performance produced.
Analytical models, although useful, cannot be used at all times, mainly because of the complexity of real case
scenarios. In this regard, simulation is a useful tool for testing the consistency and the performance of a policy
solution.
It was shown in [108] that it is not always possible to maximize the service provider’s business profit by
considering a policy-based solution wherein all aspects of policy specification and behavior are fixed beforehand
during a preliminary off-line refinement process. The investigation of runtime policy dynamics, through simulations
in [108] allowed to significantly enhance policy performance and the overall business profit. The simulations were
conducted using the PS policy simulator [109] designed to support a business-driven management that has policy
support at its core. PS is a discrete simulation environment based on the process interaction world view and models
policies according to the Event-Condition-Action paradigm. For the study conducted in [108], PS has also been
useful in detecting some policy inconsistencies which were not easy to detect during preliminary static analysis.
VIII. P OLICY FOR BUSINESS - DRIVEN MANAGEMENT
Since the early 1990’s, there has been an acceptance that policy can be specified and manipulated at different levels
of abstraction [32], [110], [111], now known as the policy continuum [112]. The highest level being the Business
View which defines policy in business terms only. This is because users do not need nor want to understand low-level
system terminology, but still must be involved in the definition of policy. Policies of this type help translate SLAs
as well as business procedures into a form that can be used to configure devices and control their deployment.
A. IBM Autonomic Computing Initiative (2001)
In 2001, IBM presented the theme and importance of autonomic computing as the solution to the increasing
challenge of complexity that is facing the information technology industry [114]. As it became no unordinary that
some computing systems weigh in millions of lines of code, and with the increasing need of the interconnection
and integration of heterogeneous IT systems, the initiative is intended to enable large-scale computing systems that
are self-managed in accordance with high-level guidance from humans.
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Fig. 3.

Structure of an IBM Autonomic Manager [113]

Central to the IBM architecture is the Autonomic Manager (AM) which implements an intelligent control
loop. An autonomic manager is responsible for managing its own behavior in accordance with policies, and for
interacting with other autonomic managers to provide or consume computational services. For that to be achieved,
an autonomic system needs to possess enough abilities of self-management, self-configuration, self-optimization,
and self-protection. These are now commonly known as the self-* properties.
As shown in Figure 3 [113], the architecture dissects the AM loop into four parts that share knowledge: (1)
The monitor function provides the mechanisms that collect, aggregate, filter and report details (such as metrics and
topologies) collected from a managed resource. (2) The analyze function provides the mechanisms that correlate
and model complex situations (for example, time-series forecasting and queuing models). These mechanisms allow
the autonomic manager to learn about the IT environment and help predict future situations. (3) The plan function
provides the mechanisms that construct the actions needed to achieve goals and objectives. The planning mechanism
uses policy information to guide its work. (4) The execute function provides the mechanisms that control the
execution of a plan with considerations for dynamic updates.
The structuring and internals of AMs are similar to the recursive policy framework of figure 2(a) as well
as the internal structure of the policy managers (figure 2(b)) presented in [32]. In the latter model a manager
receives monitoring status events input from the resources/sub-managers it is responsible of. Depending on the
nature of the event, the manager may trigger predefined control actions, or review its plans for generating more
appropriate control, or else start an internal policy adjustment that still falls within the goals set to it by its superior
manager. The sensor/effector interfaces of an AM are hence comparable to the control/monitor interfaces of the
manager (figure 2(b)). Using sensor and effector interfaces for the distributed infrastructure components enables
these components to be composed together in a manner that is transparent to the managed resources [113].
Of central importance to autonomic system behavior is the ability for high-level, broadly-scoped directives to
be translated into specific actions to be taken by elements. This is achieved by the use of policies. For autonomic
computing, the focus is specifically on policy-based self-management. At the lowest level of specification are action
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Fig. 4.

The Business-Driven Management Framework [109]

policies, which are typically of the form if condition then action, e.g. if (ResponseTime > 2 sec) then (Increase CPU
share by 5%). At the next level are goal policies, which describe the conditions to be attained without specifying
how to attain them, e.g.“Response time must not exceed 2 sec”. At the highest level are utility function policies,
which specify the relative desirability of alternative states. Utility functions are even more powerful than goal
policies because they automatically determine the most valuable goal in any given situation [115].
B. The Business-Driven Management Framework (2004)
The objective of the business-driven management framework (BDMF), introduced in [116], is to drive the management of system resources and services from the business perspective rather than from the low-level technician’s
point of view. As shown in figure 4, BDMF is divided into two main layers. The high-level business layer hosts the
long term control of the system based on the business objectives of the service provider. Beneath it is a resource
control layer that hosts the real time logic for the reactive short term control of the resource infrastructure. The
low-level policy control loop concerns the execution of policies that were predefined through a refinement process,
hence has a faster reactivity to system events. The policy business loop provides the PDP with high-level knowledge
of the system business and helps in elaborating a maximization of business profit based on runtime context.
Business-driven management is still at a preliminary stage. Few other attempts to enable policies at the business
level that are worth mentioning are the DEN-ng policy information model inclusion in the TMF NGOSS SID [117],
and the policy-driven business performance management framework presented in [118].
IX. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a chronological view of the evolution of policy-based management as a management
paradigm for networks and distributed systems. Earliest works, in the late 1960’s and 1970’s, focused on security
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policy. Works in the mid to late 1980’s, most notably those of Estrin at MIT and Sloman’s research group at ICL,
paved the road for the recognition of policy as a high-level management paradigm. It was not before the late 1990’s
early 2000’s that the policy-based management concept received a significant attention. Several factors contributed to
this observation. First, a significantly higher number of research papers were presented at management and security
conferences and published in journals at that period. Second, several policy standardization initiatives were launched
such as the ones by the IETF and the DMTF. Third, major industries such as IBM, HP, Intel, Sun, Microsoft, Lucent,
and Motorola became involved in the development of policy-based networking and management solutions. Fourth,
a policy special interest group was formed and the first of a series of policy workshops was organized. From a
technical point of view, the late 1990’s and early 2000’s were marked by a strong focus on policy specification
languages and to a lesser extent on policy refinement and policy conflicts detection and resolution. A plethora
of policy-based management architectures, specification languages, testbeds, and tools have been proposed for as
many environments as differentiated services Internet, enterprise networks, utility computing, data centers, wireless
networks, optical networks, and middleware systems. However, there is still no real large-scale deployment of policybased management as of today. A methodology of how and when to use policies and how to separate them from
hard-coded functionality, support tools for policy refinement and analysis, as well as simulation environments for
evaluating large-scale policy-based management solutions are necessary research steps towards policy deployment
in practice.
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